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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

OCTOBER 2018 

What is the Global Results Framework? 

The Global Results Framework is a common, limited set of indicators that United Ways report on 
annually to demonstrate our shared impact across communities. The framework aggregates data 
across United Ways based on indicators in key impact areas: childhood success, youth success, 
economic mobility, access to health, and community engagement to demonstrate the collective 
investments the network is making to drive community change deliver results for individuals, families 
and communities. 

Why is United Way collecting common results across communities? 

The vision of our collective future is United Way positioned as the number one global philanthropic 
partner of choice. Our investors and partners are increasingly global and they want to work with 
strategic partners that can help them make large scale impact. Delivering value for them requires our 
network to demonstrate how we are working to solve problems and improve conditions that cuts across 
geographies. To remain relevant, we need to work together as a network to effectively measure and 
consistently communicate our shared value. This includes individual communities, but it also 
increasingly includes specific corporate and partner footprints that span states, countries, and regions 
of the world. The Global Results Framework was developed for this purpose.   

How does our United Way benefit from participating? 

United Ways that participate will have access to data that is shared by other United Ways. This 
includes aggregated data reported by all United Ways that complete the GRF and individual local 
United Way data (if a United Way opts to share their data). In addition, United Way Worldwide will 
make available the custom reports we generate that aggregate data for a specific corporate footprint 
(e.g. all United Way markets with UPS workplace campaigns). United Ways with access to this kind of 
data will be better positioned to demonstrate their alignment with other United Ways within the 
corporate footprint that a company cares most about. United Ways will also have access to the tools 
and templates developed through this effort (see details below), which can be adapted for use with 
local companies, donors, partners, and other interested stakeholders. In addition, United Ways that 
want to use Clear Impact’s platform to aggregate local data from funded agencies and other partners 
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will be able to contract them at UWW’s rate ($20 per user per month). However, we are not mandating 
or endorsing them for your local reporting needs. 

What type of data is being collected?  

For each impact area, data is aggregated across United Ways for 2016-17 that includes: 

• resources mobilized (i.e. total dollars invested, volunteers engaged)
• direct supports and services provided (e.g. early childhood and out-of-school time programs,

financial coaching, job skills training)
• systems improvements (i.e. policy, partnerships, and staff training for non-profit partner

organizations)
• results (e.g. school readiness, high school graduation, employment, access to healthcare

services).

Data has also been collected on community engagement (i.e. number of convenings and individuals 
engaged). 

In addition to the data, the Global Results Framework includes narrative information from United Ways 
that describes their efforts in each impact area (i.e. core services and supports, target populations 
served, success stories, and lessons learned) and their effort to engage community residents. This 
information will be used, in tandem with the aggregated data, to illustrate the impact of United Way’s 
work on individual lives and to provide context.   

What type of data is NOT included? 

Information on the efforts of United Ways to support basic needs in communities is not included in the 
GRF data.  2-1-1 data, which is collected separately, is also not included.  The framework is not 
intended to capture all the work that every individual United Way is doing. Instead, it collects 
information on a limited core set of indicators that provide an aggregate view of impact across the 
network. The framework connects shared investments to tangible outcomes, and is focused on 
aggregating data from United Way investments and efforts that track short and long-term results for 
those served.   

Is the data reported from all United Ways? 

No, the Global Results Framework represents aggregated data from 249 United Ways. This data 
collectively represents the largest share of annual campaign resources, local population, corporate 
presence, community impact, and organizational capacity in the broader United Way Network. Going 
forward, all United Ways are encouraged to report impact data to the best of their ability.  The better 
data we have from as many United Ways as possible, the more compelling the aggregate data will be. 

How is the Global Results Framework different than the Community Impact Practices Survey? 

The Community Impact Practices Survey (CIPs) and Global Results Framework (GRF) are both 
intended to capture our network’s impact work. CIPs collected and aggregated the broad array of 
strategies and approaches being implemented across the network in education, income and health. 
The GRF will gather some of this same information, but will focus on a limited set of key drivers for 
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United Ways: resource mobilization (money, volunteers), investment in direct supports and services, 
and strengthening community capacity (policy, partnerships), AND connect this to specific results that 
companies, donors, and communities care most about: improving school readiness, ensuring that youth 
have the knowledge and skills necessary for success in the workplace, improving economic mobility 
and the ability of individuals and families to lead healthy lives. GRF is an evolution in aggregating our 
collective work, it builds on CIPs, and is an effort to capture not only what we are doing, but what 
difference it is potentially making.  

Is the Global Results Framework replacing the Community Impact Practices Survey? 

The GRF is the next step in the evolution of tracking our impact work.  So essentially, yes.  There may 
be times, on occasion, when we still need to gather some information about the specific impact 
processes United Ways are engaged in to execute their work most effectively, but if data needs to be 
gathered, it will be gathered through the GRF portal.   

How should aggregated GRF data be understood/interpreted? 

As noted above, GRF data collected and aggregated this year only represents a portion of the network. 
Aggregated impact area data and corporate footprint reports should best be understood (and 
communicated to stakeholders) as snapshots of results, rather than a comprehensive report of all the 
work that United Ways are doing in their communities. 249 United Ways in total reported data in 2018. 
However, not all United Ways reported on every impact area (e.g. Childhood Success) and not all 
United Ways reported on every indicator in each impact area. Future years will involve more United 
Ways and hopefully, increased reporting on impact areas and indicators. 

What are some topline results for 2017? 

• 249 United Ways reported GRF data in 2018
• Of the 249, 33 were United Ways outside the U.S.
• The top five U.S. states with the greatest number of United Ways reporting are: Florida (15), 

Michigan (9), Tennessee (9), Virginia (5), Illinois (5).
• Most common reported indicators in 2018 were:

o Children enrolled in high-quality PreK programs
o Early childhood and youth development partners organized/led by United Way
o Families and caregivers provided with information, tools and resources
o Youth participating in school and/or community-based out-of-school time programs

• Of those United Ways reporting outcomes, the 4 most common were: individuals gaining 
employment, children (0-5) meeting developmental milestones, individuals increasing their 
disposable income, and youth developing soft skills.

How will GRF data be used by United Way Worldwide? 

United Way Worldwide will incorporate aggregated data into our annual report (as appropriate) and 
include in data snapshots for specific companies/donors. Program descriptions and individual stories 
captured in the platform will be used to create compelling narratives that accompany the aggregated 
data to illustrate our collective impact.  
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What types of reports will be developed? Who will receive them? 

Corporate Snapshots - 45 GCL companies will receive custom infographics that aggregates 
data and includes a selected success story and/or program description for each of the four 
impact areas across their priority markets, based on the United Ways who reported this year.  
These companies are slated to receive data this year based on their desire to understand, at a 
broader scale, the shared return on their investment in United Way, particularly in communities 
where the greatest number of their employees are based and who run the largest annual 
campaigns.   

Global Impact Snapshots - Aggregated data and success stories for each Impact Area will be 
incorporated into infographics and shared with the United Way network (initially with the United 
Ways that provided data in 2018, and then with the entire network) via webinars, Breakfast and 
United Way Online. Accompanying the data will be guidance and tools (including this FAQ) 
to help local United Ways best leverage and use the data locally with their existing (and 
potential) investors and partners. 

State and Regional Snapshots – State-level and regional aggregated data will also be shared 
with state associations to support state-level resource development and policy/advocacy efforts 
and to encourage broader participation from United Ways in their respective states. 

In addition, the UWW marketing and communications team will also continue to “mine the data” to lift-
up impact data and compelling stories that can re-purposed via multiple channels, to effectively 
communicate and position the collective work of United Way. 

Should the 45 companies receiving reports this year expect to understand the direct return on 
their specific investment? 

The aggregated corporate snapshots show total investments made in specific impact areas, this means 
that the resources invested are inclusive of, but not limited to, the individual company receiving the 
data. The resources invested are an aggregate of all sources of money invested in community efforts to 
deliver results in an impact area (e.g. corporate gifts, campaign, high-net worth donors, foundations, 
local government). The revenue and the results shared should be communicated as a “shared return on 
investment”, i.e. what multiple stakeholders have contributed, including a specific company, that have 
contributed to the specific results. 

What should be key takeaways for companies receiving this data? 

Companies that receive this data should know that they are receiving this data for the first time, United 
Ways are reporting results based on common indicators in childhood and youth success, economic 
mobility, and access to health:  

• They are one of 45 companies that are receiving this data based on their desire to better 
understand the impact of your investment in United Way.

• The data they see represents the shared value that they have, in part, helped to make possible, 
within their corporate footprint.  Their contributions (i.e. employee giving, volunteerism, and 
corporate gifts), combined with others, has helped communities make progress.

• It underscores that United Ways are leveraging their corporate investments by working with 
community residents, non-profits, and other stakeholders to provide the most meaningful 
supports that will make the most tangible difference on the issues that everyone cares about
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(e.g. ability to get and keep a good paying job, access to a quality education, ability to live a 
healthy life).  

• We are not taking a cookie cutter approach, as each United Way is working with partners to
come up with the strategies and solutions that will work best in their community, the global
results framework captures how we are working to deliver and report on common results that
cut across geographies.

Will individual United Way data be shared? 

Individual United Ways that wish to share their data with other United Ways will have the opportunity to 
do so, via the Clear Impact platform. Selected program descriptions and/or success stories from 
individual United Ways will also be included, as part of the corporate and impact area snapshots, to 
give deeper meaning to the aggregated data. The corporate infographics will also list the names of the 
United Ways whose aggregated data is represented. At this point, individual United Way aggregated 
data will not be shared with companies or with the network as the purpose of this data to is 
demonstrate reach and impact across communities.  However, local United Ways can access their 
individual data and are free to share that data how they choose. Data that you choose to share is 
READ ONLY, so no one other than your United Way can change it. United Ways will also have access 
to global aggregate scorecard data reported by all United Ways that complete the GRF.    

What data reporting guidance, tools, and resources are available for United Ways? 

United Way Worldwide has created a suite of resources to aide local all United Ways in reporting data. 
This includes:  

• An Indicator Guide that provides information on all indicators included in the framework
including: indicator definitions, a discussion of the indicator’s importance, and typical data
sources and collection methods.

• A quick assessment, Ten Easy Questions, to determine your United Way’s readiness to report
GRF data.

• Recorded Network Training Webinars that introduce United Ways to the Clear Impact’s platform
and the basics of reporting data.

• A six-minute Instructional Video, embedded in the reporting platform, to help users get started
reporting data.

• Data reporting Tips, that provide brief guidance on specific topics (e.g. how to report
investments)

• A Help Desk, available through the reporting platform, to address technical issues that may
arise.

All of these resources are posted and updated regularly on United Way Online. In addition, UWW staff 
will are available to answer specific questions via email and phone calls (see contact information 
below), this includes weekly office hours to support next year’s reporting. 

What communications guidance, tools, and resources are available for United Ways that 
reported data and want to share this information locally?  

United Way Worldwide has developed a suite of tools, resources, and guidance for local United 
Ways that reported data this year to use to in their communications about the Global Results 
Framework.  These resources will be shared directly with via Clear impact’s data reporting platform 
(zip file). This includes: 

https://online.unitedway.org/global-results-framework
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• Impact area (e.g. Childhood Success) customizable infographics that local United Ways who 
reported data in 2018 can use to share their local data.

• Customizable PPT that United Ways who reported data can use to share GRF data (aggregate 
and local) with local audiences (e.g. Boards, companies, campaign cabinets, high net-worth 
donors, agency partners)

• Talking points (to accompany impact area infographics with aggregated data)
• Tip sheet for sharing GRF data with local companies

What communications resources are available to United Ways who have not yet reported data? 

UWW has also developed a basic Communications Toolkit to help all United Ways leverage GRF data 
in communications with local companies, donors, and other key stakeholders.  To access these 
communications tools, including talking points, tips, and locked infographics with aggregated 2018 
global data click here. 

What’s ahead for the rest of 2018 and 2019? 

The remainder of the year through early 2018 will be focused on sharing the aggregated data with the  
GCL companies, the United Way network, and other key partners and stakeholders.  Training and 
technical assistance will be available to all United Ways that opt to report in 2019 and United Way 
Worldwide will refine and enhance our technical assistance support and tools, as needed, to meet 
increased demand related to GRF reporting. United Way Worldwide will continue to focus recruitment 
efforts on United Ways that have the greatest capacity to report and are critical to driving impact and 
revenue in the network. This will include a diverse group of United Ways (e.g. geography, size, 
campaign revenue, staff size, impact work) to ensure that the data best reflects the collective work. The 
deadline for reporting GRF data next year will most likely be in June 2019 (to be confirmed). 

Who do I contact for more information? 

For questions related to GRF communication tools and resources, contact Wendy Dixon-DuBois
(wendy.dixon@uww.unitedway.org). For general questions related to the Global Results Framework, 
contact Hannah Beesley (Hannah.beesley@unitedway.org). 

https://online.unitedway.org/global-results-framework-communications-toolkit
mailto:wendy.dixon@uww.unitedway.org
mailto:Hannah.beesley@unitedway.org



